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Abstract—This paper presents theoretical characterizations
and analysis for the physical layer of multihop wireless communications channels. Four channel models are considered and
developed: the decoded relaying multihop channel; the amplified relaying multihop channel; the decoded relaying multihop
diversity channel; and the amplified relaying multihop diversity
channel. Two classifications are discussed: decoded relaying versus
amplified relaying, and multihop channels versus multihop diversity channels. The channel models are compared, through analysis
and simulations, with the “singlehop” (direct transmission) reference channel on the basis of signal-to-noise ratio, probability of
outage, probability of error, and optimal power allocation. Each
of the four channel models is shown to outperform the singlehop
reference channel under the condition that the set of intermediate
relaying terminals is selected intelligently. Multihop diversity
channels are shown to outperform multihop channels. Amplified
relaying is shown to outperform decoded relaying despite noise
propagation. This is attributed to the fact that amplified relaying
does not suffer from the error propagation which limits the performance of decoded relaying channels to that of their weakest
link.
Index Terms—Ad-hoc networks, cooperative diversity, diversity
techniques, mesh networks, multihop channels, multihop diversity,
wireless relaying.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS relaying networks allow mobile terminals to
participate in the transmission of information when they
are neither the initial source nor the final destination. This relaying can be applied to cellular, WLAN, ad-hoc, and hybrid
networks in order to increase coverage, throughput, and capacity
[10], [13], [14], [19], [24], [27]–[29]. Relaying systems realize
a number of benefits over traditional systems in the areas of
deployment, connectivity, adaptability, and capacity [13], [14].
Minimizing the need for fixed infrastructure results in networks
that are easier, faster, and cheaper to deploy. The coverage of existing networks can be improved by extending the periphery and
closing internal gaps [10]. Mesh connectivity, adaptive routing,
and load balancing lead to networks that are inherently robust
and adaptable to changing environments [24]. Shorter transmission distances and more efficient use of transmitted signal energy result in lower power levels throughout the system [19],
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[27], [28]. This implies increased system capacity, decreased interference levels, reduced terminal radiation, and longer battery
life. The application of various spatial-diversity techniques enabled by the mesh connectivity of the mobile terminals has the
potential to further compound these improvements.
Recently, cooperation between pairs of mobile terminals has
been proposed in cellular and ad-hoc networks as a method
of achieving the benefits of spatial diversity without requiring
the use of physical antenna arrays [19], [20], [22], [27], [28].
These cooperation protocols involve the sharing of information
on an intermobile channel, such that each user sends information
using both of the terminals. Each transmission period is divided
into two slots, where in the first slot, each terminal transmits its
own information directly, and in the second slot, each terminal
retransmits a portion of the partner’s information. In general,
these protocols are shown to improve the capacity and outage
performance of the system.
The referenced cooperative protocols involve only a single
intermediate relay terminal between the source and destination
terminals. These protocols can be easily extended to the case
of multiple relaying terminals in parallel [21], or multihop scenarios where each destination is instead a relay itself, and is
paired with a different cooperating terminal with which it cooperates to transmit to the actual destination or next relay. However, there is no obvious extension to multihop cooperation scenarios where the signal from the source is directly received and
used by many relays further along the transmission path, nor to
asymmetric multihop cooperation scenarios where a relay further along the transmission path does not use the source to relay
information to its destination. This paper introduces the concept
of multihop diversity, where the benefits of spatial diversity are
achieved from the concurrent reception of signals that have been
transmitted by multiple previous terminals along a single primary route. This scheme exploits the broadcast nature of wireless networks where the communications channel is shared between multiple terminals. This form of spatial diversity is especially applicable to packet relaying [17], [18] and multihop
ad-hoc networks [13], [14], since diversity gain can be achieved
with minimal impact to existing serial relaying transmission
protocols [4], [5], [15], [16] that already involve each terminal
along the multihop path retransmitting the original signal. This
diversity scheme contrasts with the scheme proposed in [2] and
[6], where spatial diversity is achieved by relaying the signal
along multiple routes in parallel. The performance of serial relaying without diversity is also studied in [11] and [31].
This paper considers four channel models for the case where
mobile terminals act as intermediate relays in wireless communications systems. The decoded relaying multihop channel corresponds to the case where each intermediate terminal digitally
decodes and re-encodes the received signal from the immedi-
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Fig. 1.
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Multihop wireless communications channel.

ately preceding terminal before retransmission. The amplified
relaying multihop channel corresponds to the case where each
intermediate terminal simply amplifies the received signal from
the immediately preceding terminal before retransmission. The
decoded relaying multihop diversity channel corresponds to the
case where each intermediate terminal combines, digitally decodes, and re-encodes the received signals from all preceding
terminals before retransmission. The amplified relaying multihop diversity channel corresponds to the case where each intermediate terminal simply combines and amplifies the received
signals from all preceding terminals before retransmission.
These channel models are described via a set of mathematical
characterizations that provide comparison with the traditional
“singlehop” (direct transmission) channel model used as a base
reference. Specific attributes compared include signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), probability of outage, probability of error, and optimal power allocation. Simulations are executed in order to
validate the theoretical development and analyze the peak performance and sensitivity to intermediate terminal placement of
each channel model.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The scope of this paper is limited to a single-user communication in isolation. Therefore, the multiple-access interference
(MAI) created by the signals of other concurrent users is ignored in the analytical results. Even so, the nature of multihop
relaying channels creates some unique channel-allocation
questions. Current literature [10], [19] on the subject of multihop wireless communications channels places the restriction
that relaying must be performed in a separate channel, due
to limitations in the signal-processing capabilities of terminal
hardware. The concern is that using the same channel will
result in feedback from the transmitter to the receiver, and since
the transmitted power is generally many orders of magnitude
greater than the received power, the received signal may be
completely obscured. Relaying terminals are then forced to allocate at least one separate channel for relaying, and therefore,
use more system resources per communications link than the
singlehop reference channel. Also, depending on the specific
multiple-access scheme chosen, additional channels may be required. For example, a time-division multiple-access (TDMA)
scheme would generally involve each relay retransmitting the
signal in a new time slot, therefore requiring a separate channel
for each transmitter in the multihop transmission path.
The issue of channel and resource allocation for multihop
networks is a very rich and interesting field that cannot be addressed fully in the context of this paper. Therefore, the scope
has been limited to the physical level with minimal constraints
imposed on higher-level allocation schemes. For the purpose

of this paper, it is sufficient to assume that orthogonal channels are achieved through some combination of time, frequency,
and code-division multiple access (CDMA) as part of an overall
channel- and resource-allocation scheme. Discussion related to
the problem of selecting channels for relaying in cellular networks is presented in [29].
The system model for multihop wireless communications
channels is composed of a source terminal, a destination terminal, and a variable number of intermediate relaying terminals.
In Fig. 1, the source terminal is identified as , the destination
, and the intermediate terminals
terminal is identified as
are identified as – , where is the number of hops along
the transmission path. The only difference between multihop
channels with and without diversity is the signal connectivity
between nonadjacent terminals. Whereas terminals participating in multihop channels without diversity process only
the signal from the immediately preceding terminal, terminals
participating in multihop channels with diversity combine and
process the signals from all preceding terminals.
represent the set of source terminals,
represent the
Let
set of intermediate terminals, and
represent the set of desrepresents the set
tination terminals. Therefore,
represents
of all transmitting terminals, and
represent the set of
the set of all receiving terminals. Let
terminals that transmit a signal received by terminal . The
has cardinality
notation used in this paper assumes that
equal to one for channels without diversity, and greater than or
equal to one for channels with diversity. For the channel illus,
,
,
trated in Fig. 1,
,
, and (for multihop
,
or
channels without diversity)
,
(for multihop channels with diversity)
. These definitions are used in variable subscripts
to denote specific terminals or sets of terminals. Notation of the
is abbreviated to for simplicity of exposition.
form
transmits a discrete-time signal with comEach terminal
plex baseband amplitude given by
(1)
is the complex amplitude
where is the transmitted power,
of the information symbol during a particular signaling interval,
and is propagated noise. It is important to note that this model
normalizes the information and noise portions of the transmitted
. Since the only terminals
signal, such that
that propagate noise are intermediate terminals that employ amplified relaying, for all other terminals (source terminals and inand
termediate terminals that employ decoded relaying),
. The definition
the above normalization simplifies to
of has been modified from [3] such that it is the transmitted
power of both the information and propagated-noise portions of
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the transmitted signal, instead of only the information portion.
The result is equations for amplified relaying channels that are
more amenable to analysis and transmit-power optimization.
A simple wireless channel model with flat (frequency-nonselective) fading and shadowing is chosen in order to highlight
the benefits of multihop diversity. Each interuser channel is considered to be mutually independent. Using this model, each terminal then receives a set of discrete-time signals with complex baseband amplitudes given by

(2)

where
is the free space signal-power attenuation factor between the transmitting terminal and an arbitrary reference disis the interterminal distance normalized with respect
tance,
to the reference distance, is the propagation exponent,
is a lognormal random variable with mean 0 dB and variance
,
is a complex Gaussian (Rayleigh) random variable
, and
is a zero-mean Gaussian random
with variance
.
variable with variance
Using this model, the received SNR at for the signal from
each preceding terminal
is given by

III. DECODED RELAYING
The channel model for the decoded relaying channels is composed of a set of individual transmission channels characterized
,
. For decoded relaying, it
by (1)–(3) with
is assumed that an outage or error event at any intermediate terminal along the multihop transmission path will result in a corresponding outage or error event at the destination terminal, due to
propagation of the outage or error event. Although the equations
resulting from this assumption are not exact, they provide a tight
upper bound on the total (end-to-end) probability of outage and
error, when such outage and errors events occur with low probability ( 1). Exact equations for the probability of outage and
error are derived in [3]. When all preceding terminals along the
transmission path have decoded correctly, the signals from these
terminals can be combined using maximal ratio combining. The
received SNR at terminal is then given by

(6)

The total probability of outage for the decoded relaying channels is given according to the method in [25] by

(3)
(7)
where

is an exponential random variable with mean

.
The probability of outage due to lognormal shadowing when
is given according to the method in [25] by

(4)
is the instantaneous received SNR at
averaged
where
over the Rayleigh fading,
is the expected received SNR
averaged over the lognormal shadowing and Rayleigh
at
fading, is an arbitrary threshold SNR that must be maintained
at every decoder in order to maintain communication, and
.
The calculation of probability of error is dependent on the
modulation scheme employed. For the special case of binary
phase-shift keying (BPSK), the probability of error averaged
is given according to the
over Rayleigh fading when
method in [23] by

where
is the variance of the lognormal approximation
of (6) determined using Wilkinson’s method [1]. This method
approximates the power sum of a set of lognormal random
variables with another lognormal random variable. For the
is indepenapproximation, each lognormal component
and standard
dent with mean
, where is typically between 6–12 dB.
deviation
The inequality results from the previously stated assumption
regarding outage propagation. Applying the union bound, this
value can be upper bounded by

(8)

The total probability of decoding error for the decoded relaying channels is given according to the method in [23] by

(5)
The results (4) and (5) describe the probably of outage and error
performance of each individual hop, exclusive of noise propagation, within a composite multihop-relaying network. The next
sections derive closed-form results for the end-to-end probability of outage and error of multihop channels employing decoding relaying and amplified relaying, respectively.

(9)
is the expected received SNR at for the branch of
where
the diversity combiner associated with the signal incident from
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terminal . Once again, the inequality results from the previously stated assumption regarding error propagation. Applying
the union bound, this value can be upper bounded by

(10)
In order to provide a fair comparison with the reference
channel, the transmit powers at each terminal are constrained
so that the sum of the powers at each hop is equal to the refer. The upper bound of
ence power , namely,
the total probability of decoding error for the decoded relaying
channels is minimized when the sum of the probabilities of
decoding error at each terminal in (10) is minimized. For the
decoded relaying multihop channel, when all noise terms are
,
, the optimal power
statistically identical,
allocation based on the upper bound in (10) is approximated by

(11)

For the proof of (11), refer to Appendix A.
For the decoded relaying multihop diversity channel, the
solution (even approximate) to the optimal power-allocation
minimization problem is not as tractable. Although (10) is
convex with respect to the transmit powers at each terminal,
and the solution for any finite number of hops can be calculated using Lagrange multipliers, the resulting equations are
extremely complex and difficult to generalize.
IV. AMPLIFIED RELAYING
The channel model for the amplified relaying channels is
composed of a set of individual transmission channels characterized by (1)–(3). Assuming that each receiving terminal can
track Rayleigh fading, the amplification factor at each intermeis simply the transmitted power over the rediate terminal
ceived power and is given by
(12)

Note that the concept of an amplification factor is irrelevant for
decoded relaying, since the process of decoding removes the
necessity for analog amplification.
In the case of the amplified relaying multihop diversity
channel, it is important to note that the propagated noise from
multiple preceding terminals along the transmission path is not
mutually independent, but is, in fact, correlated. Consider a
simple multihop communication channel consisting of terminals , , , and . Each of the receiving terminals ,
, and
have mutually independent additive noise. Since
the additive noise at terminal
is propagated to terminal
for retransmission, the propagated noise from terminals
and
received at terminal
will be correlated. Although
the derivation of the optimal combiner that leverages this
correlation and resultant output SNR are beyond the scope
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of this paper, the output SNR of the optimal combiner for a
generalized amplified relaying multihop diversity channel can
be lower bounded in the following fashion. It is well known that
the lowest output SNR of an optimal combiner occurs when
the noise components of the signals received at all the input
branches are mutually independent [26]. It is also well known
that the optimal combiner for a set of input branches that are
mutually independent is a maximal ratio combiner [26]. Therefore, considering the worst possible case, when the propagated
noise from all preceding terminals is mutually independent, the
average received SNR at each received terminal can be lower
bounded by the performance of a maximal ratio combiner.
is then exThe received SNR at the destination terminal
pressible recursively as

(13)
is the received SNR,
, with
at terminal
where
for the branch of the diversity combiner associated with
the signal incident from terminal , and
is the source terminal. For amplified relaying channels without diversity, there
is only one term in (13), since only the signal of the immediately preceding terminal along the transmission path is received. For the first receiving terminal, the only term is
with
, and for
the remaining receiving terminals, the only term is
,
with
. For the proof
of (13), refer to Appendix B. Also note that when there are only
two hops, (13) reduces to the results for amplify-and-forward
transmission presented in [20] and [22].
The probability of outage for the amplified relaying channels
at the destination terminal is given by
(14)
is the probability of outage at the destiwhere
, and
is
nation terminal, given a received SNR of
the variance of the lognormal approximation of (13) determined
using Wilkinson’s method [1]. Alternative methods for characterizing the outage statistics of multihop channels are studied in
[11] and [31].
The total probability of decoding error for the amplified relaying channels is given by

(15)
is the probability of decoding error at the
where
, and
destination terminal, given a received SNR of
is the expected received SNR at the destination terminal for the
branch of the diversity combiner associated with the signal incident from terminal .
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As for the decoded relaying channels, in order to provide a
fair comparison with the reference channel, the transmit powers
at each terminal are constrained so that the sum of the powers
at each hop is equal to the reference power , namely,
. The total probability of decoding error for the amplified relaying channels is minimized when the received SNR
at the destination terminal is maximized. For the amplified relaying multihop channel when all noise terms are statistically
,
, the optimal power allocation based
identical,
on (13) is approximated by

is discussed later in this section. The feedforward interference
power at terminal is given by

(16)

For the proof of (16), refer to the proof of (11) in Appendix A.
The determination of the optimal power allocation for the
amplified relaying multihop diversity channel is of the same
form and complexity as the decoded relaying multihop diversity channel.
V. FEEDBACK AND FEEDFORWARD INTERFERENCE
The primary metric used thus far to characterize the channel
models is the SNR, as opposed to the signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio (SINR). The motivation for this is that the scope
of consideration is a single-user channel in isolation, allowing
MAI to be ignored. However, there are two forms of interference
that are unique to multihop channels. These are denoted feedback interference and feedforward interference, and are a result
of interference between the signals transmitted at different hops
along a multihop path. These forms of interference can also be
referred to collectively as self-interference or interhop interference. From this point forward, the term SINR shall be used such
that it refers only to this interhop interference, and not MAI.
Feedback interference is caused by the reception of relayed
signals from following terminals along the transmission route,
and affects both multihop and multihop diversity channels.
Feedforward interference is caused by the reception of relayed
signals from preceding terminals along the transmission route
other than the immediately preceding terminal, and affects only
multihop channels without diversity. These same transmitted
signals, if processed and combined properly, provide the diversity in the multihop diversity channels. It is important to note
that both feedback and feedforward interference are special
cases of intersymbol interference (ISI), and can therefore be
mitigated through traditional equalization techniques.
The feedback interference power at terminal is given by
(17)

where is the processing gain of the system, and
represents the set of transmitting terminals following terminal
along the transmission route. The definition of the system processing gain for specific multiple access and relaying schemes

(18)
represents the set of transmitting terminals prewhere
ceding terminal along the transmission route that do not be. Therefore, the set of all terminals along the translong to
mission route can be represented by
.
Of interest is the impact of this feedback and feedforward
interference on the performance of the multihop channels. Let
us consider the worst-case scenario, where the combined ISI is
not mitigated in any way. For the decoded relaying channels, it
follows from (6) that the received SINR at terminal is given
by

(19)
For the amplified relaying channels, it follows from (13) that
can be exthe received SINR at the destination terminal
pressed recursively as

(20)
is the received SINR,
, with
at terminal
where
for the branch of the diversity combiner associated with the
signal incident from terminal , and is given by
(21)
and
is the source terminal.
Of particular importance in the preceding equations is the determination of the processing gain . The processing gain of
the system is dependent on the chosen multiple access and relaying scheme. For CDMA systems, is equal to the number
of chips per bit (spreading gain). For TDMA and frequencydivision multiple-access (FDMA) (or orthogonal (O)FDMA)
systems that use the same channel for relaying as the source
transmission, is equal to unity and the interference is a delayed and distorted version of the desired signal. For TDMA
and FDMA (or OFDMA) systems that use a separate channel for
relaying, as well as contention-based multiple-access systems,
approaches infinity and is limited only by adjacent channel
interference.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The results presented thus far are applied in two simulations
that provide a comparison with the singlehop reference channel
on the basis of probability of error. A BPSK modulation scheme
is used for simplicity of exposition, with relaying in a separate
orthogonal channel. The feedback and feedforward interference
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Fig. 2. Example simulated channels indicating transmit power.

presented in the last section is assumed to be negligible. A maximal ratio combiner is assumed at receiving terminals for multihop channels with diversity. The coordinates of the channel are
normalized with respect to the distance between the source
and destination
, such that
. The propagation
. For the purpose of simplifying the comparexponent is
ison, and without loss of generality, the free-space signal-attenu. The variance of all Rayleigh random variation factor is
ables is
, such that the mean of the corresponding
exponential random variables is
. The optimal power
allocation is assumed for each of the channel models, with total
power constrained to the reference power. Outage results for
multihop wireless communications channels are presented in
[3].
A. Fixed Intermediate Terminal Positions With

Hops

For the first set of simulations, the intermediate terminals are
fixed and collinear, so that they divide the direct path between
the source and destination terminals into equal-length segments.
This serves to validate the theoretical derivations presented thus
far, as well as illustrate the benefit that can be realized under
an optimal placement of intermediate terminals with respect to
the source and destination terminals. The graphs provide a comparison in terms of probability of error versus the SNR of the
singlehop reference channel. The probability of error results for
the multihop channels are plotted such that the total allocated
power of each multihop channel is the same as that of the singlehop reference channel that achieves the indicated SNR.
reference channel, wherein direct
Also simulated is the
communication occurs between the source and destination terminals over two separate orthogonal channels in parallel. Each
orthogonal channel uses one half of the reference power, such
that the total power is constrained to the reference power. The
separate orthogonal channels are assumed to experience mutually independent fading (such as when each channel is at a
different frequency). The resultant mutually independent fading
signals are then combined coherently at the destination terminal
in order to calculate the total probability of decoding error. The
reference channel therefore experiences diversity gain of
order two under a total power constraint. This provides a fair
reference for comparison in terms of channel use with multihop
channels that require a separate orthogonal channel for relaying.
Fig. 2 shows an example of the four classes of simulated channels, including the transmitted power of each terminal.

Fig. 3. Probability of error for decoded relaying multihop channel.

Fig. 4.

Probability of error for amplified relaying multihop channel.

Figs. 3–6 show the simulated probability of error performance under collinear intermediate terminal placement. The
theoretical characterizations (10) and (15) are represented by
dotted lines, and the simulated results are represented by solid
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Fig. 5. Probability of error for decoded relaying multihop diversity channel.

Fig. 6. Probability of error for amplified relaying multihop diversity channel.

lines. Note that the theoretical and simulated results for the decoded relaying channels use the approximation that a decoding
error at any intermediate terminal will result in a decoding error
at the destination terminal.
The graphs indicate that the multihop channels with diversity
significantly outperform the multihop channels without diversity, and that the amplified relaying channels experience performance gains that are equal to or greater than the decoded
relaying channels. The performance results of the decoded relaying multihop channel and the amplified relaying multihop
channel are similar. The performance results of the amplified relaying multihop diversity channel are better than those of the decoded relaying multihop diversity channel. An explanation for
this result lies in the structure of the decoded relaying receiver
implied by (9) and (10). Whereas the amplified relaying channel
responds gracefully to severe signal degradation on any individual link between two terminals, the decoded relaying channel
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produces an error at the destination receiver if any individual
link between two terminals produces an error. This is a result of
the propagation of errors to following terminals along the transmission path, significantly decreasing the error performance.
Thus, the amplified relaying multihop diversity channel is the
only multihop model that makes full use of the inherent diversity available in multihop relaying networks. It is also important
to note that other relaying protocols have been proposed that
improve the performance of decoded relaying [12], [20]–[22].
These involve coding techniques, out-of-band feedback indicating success of reception, and adaptive behavior based on receiver channel information. Many of these techniques can also
be applied to amplified relaying with similar performance improvement [21], [22].
As expected, the multihop channels all outperform the sinreference channel at low
glehop reference channel and the
SNRs. However, as the SNR is increased, it is shown that the
reference channel eventually outperforms all the multihop
channels except for the amplified relaying multihop diversity
channel. This results directly from the fact that the amplified relaying multihop diversity channel is the only multihop model
that achieves full diversity benefits.
The difference between the theoretical and simulated results
is due to the receiver model used in the simulations. A maximal ratio combiner is used, even though in the simulations,
the propagated noise from some preceding terminals is correlated, as would occur in practice. Thus, in the simulations, the
receiver model is suboptimal, resulting in the simulated performance being worse than the theoretical performance. The difference between the theoretical and simulated performance results
therefore illustrates the performance degradation of the maximal ratio combiner due to correlation of the incident-propagated noise.
Note that the use of optimal power allocation assumes that the
attenuation and shadowing characteristics at each relay terminal
are known. In practice, optimal allocation may be difficult to
achieve in a distributed fashion. Various publications address
issues relevant to power control in distributed networks [7]–[9],
[30], [32].
B. Variable Intermediate Terminal Position With Two Hops
For the second set of simulations, a single intermediate terminal is placed at locations uniformly distributed across a unit
square. This serves to illustrate the robustness of the channel
models with respect to distance from the optimal placement of
the intermediate terminal. The graphs provide a comparison in
terms of probability of error versus intermediate terminal location when the normalized average SNR is fixed at 10 dB.
Figs. 7–10 show the variation of the error performance with respect to the position of the intermediate terminal. The concave
hulls represent the theoretical characterizations, and the horizontal plane indicates the error performance of the singlehop
reference channel. The graphs indicate that the performance
gain with respect to the reference channel is fairly sensitive to
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Fig. 7. Robustness of decoded relaying multihop channel.
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Fig. 9. Robustness of decoded relaying multihop diversity channel.

Fig. 10.

Robustness of amplified relaying multihop diversity channel.

Fig. 8. Robustness of amplified relaying multihop channel.

the relative position of the intermediate terminal. The multihop
diversity channels, especially with amplified relaying, are less
sensitive to intermediate terminal position, in that they achieve
a performance gain over the singlehop reference channel for a
larger range of intermediate terminal positions.
The probability of error performance of the multihop channels without diversity is symmetrical about both the axis parallel and the axis perpendicular to the line joining the source and
destination terminals. This is a result of the symmetrical form
of (10) and (15). The error performance is, therefore, solely a
function of the hop distances, and is not dependent on the respective distances of the intermediate terminal from the source
and destination terminals.
The probability of error performance of the multihop channels with diversity is symmetrical about the axis parallel to
the line joining the source and destination terminals, but not

the axis perpendicular to that line. The error performance of
the decoded relaying multihop diversity channel is generally
better when the intermediate terminal is closer to the source
terminal than the destination terminal. This is due to the fact
that the limiting term in (10) is the probability of error on
the hop between the source terminal and the intermediate
terminal, where no benefit is gained from diversity combining.
The error performance of the amplified relaying multihop
diversity channel is generally better when the intermediate
terminal is closer to the destination terminal than the source
terminal. This is due to the fact that as the distance from the
intermediate terminal to the destination terminal decreases,
the intermediate terminal requires a smaller percentage of the
total allocated channel power, allowing the source terminal to
transmit with greater power.
These results attest to the importance of good decisions when
selecting intermediate terminals. The gain indicated in the first
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set of simulations becomes negligible, and in some cases, negative, as the distance with respect to that midpoint position
increases. The determination of whether a particular terminal
should be used for relaying and which terminals represent the
best relaying set is generally referred to as ad-hoc routing [13].
A number of different ad-hoc routing protocols have been proposed [4], [5], [15], [16] that use a variety of methods to cope
with the frequent changes in network topology caused by the
combination of terminal mobility and multipath fading.

2)

Let the total power constraint be given by

3)

Using Lagrange multipliers, calculate a set of partial
derivatives given by

4)

Set the partial derivatives equal to zero and solve the
resulting system of equations for and
.

VII. CONCLUSION
Four channel models for multihop wireless communication
are proposed and characterized. Simulations indicate that significant performance improvements can be realized through the use
of multihop channels, but that these performance improvements
are fairly sensitive to the location of the intermediate terminals
under a total power constraint. All four multihop channels are
shown to outperform the singlehop reference channel, provided
that relaying terminals are chosen intelligently, with the multihop channels with diversity outperforming the multihop channels without diversity. The performance of amplified relaying,
especially amplified relaying with multihop diversity, is shown
to be generally better than that of decoded relaying, despite
noise propagation. This important and somewhat unexpected result is due to the fact that amplified relaying channels do not
suffer from the weakest-link limitation affecting decoded relaying channels, wherein decoding errors on any single hop are
propagated along the channel. All four multihop channel models
reference channel at low SNRs, while the
outperform the
amplified relaying multihop diversity channel outperforms the
reference channel even at high SNRs. The performance of
the decoded relaying multihop diversity channel is generally
better when the intermediate terminals are closer to the source
terminal than the destination terminal, since the performance
is limited by the first hop where there is no diversity benefit.
The performance of the amplified relaying multihop diversity
channel is generally better when the intermediate terminals are
closer to the destination terminal than the source terminal, since
the intermediate terminal requires a smaller percentage of the
total allocated channel power, allowing the source terminal to
transmit with greater power.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF (11)
The optimal power allocation that minimizes the total probability of error (10) can be approximated in the following fashion
using Lagrange multipliers.
1) Approximate the total probability of error (10) according to the method in [23] by

This calculation results in an approximate equation for the optimal power allocation given by (11) and completes the proof.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF (13)
Let
. Consider first an
amplified relaying channel without diversity with one hop, with
and destination terminal . The received
source terminal
is then given by
SNR at terminal

Now consider a channel with hops with source terminal
, intermediate terminals
– , and destination terminal
. Selecting an intermediate terminal at random, the signal
is given by
received by terminal

and the received SNR at terminal

is given by

If this signal is amplified by (12), then the signal transmitted by
is given by
terminal

the signal received by terminal

is given by
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and the received SNR at terminal

is given by

Since it has been shown that the equation inside the summation
(13) holds for the first receiving terminal, and given that if the
equation holds for a particular receiving terminal, it will also
hold for the next receiving terminal, the equation must hold for
all receiving terminals. Using the set notation results in a generalized notation for amplified relaying channels without diversity. Given that this basic equation can be represented in inverse
sum of inverses form, and that the output SNR of a maximal
ratio combiner is the sum of the SNRs of the input branches
[25], multihop wireless communications channels can be considered in the light of resistance theory for electrical circuits.
Signal links in serial are analogous to resistors in parallel (with
additional multiplicative terms). Signal links in parallel are analogous to resistors in serial. The complete network of serial and
parallel signal links can then be expressed in an equivalent representation, derived in a recursive fashion. The equivalent representation of the received SNR of every terminal is, therefore,
given by (13), completing the proof.
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